Statement of the Pennsylvania State Horse Racing Commission  
on equine toxicology testing issues recently reported on Paulick Report, 
issued at its regular monthly meeting of 7/31/18

As the result of significant misstatements of fact appearing on the Paulick Report from various sources, the State Horse Racing Commission wishes to make the following statement of facts to dispel the misinformation:

Regarding the *Moonshine Hanover* lab test result from a race at Harrah’s Chester Downs run on September 11, 2016, a lab test result showing a presence of oxycodone did not result in discipline due to human error on the part of the Acting Director of Standardbred Racing at that time.

The person assigned to temporarily fill that position simply failed to take notice of this particular lab test result while five other lab test results showing the presence of oxycodone were acted upon in that time frame. Keep in mind that all lab test results are 100% anonymous to both the Bureau Director and the laboratory at this point in the process. The oversight was not known until May 2017. Based upon scientific and legal input sought by the Commission’s staff, the decision was made not to impose discipline at that time. That same scientific and legal input had previously caused the five other oxycodone matters to be settled several months earlier.

The oversight occurred several months before Standardbred Bureau Director Revington commenced employment. Director Revington has implemented a mandatory protocol to: (a) review each lab test result containing findings with PETRL’s Lab Director; and (b) require each racetrack manager to submit monthly reports of any samples that are unresolved within 30 days. The State Horse Racing Commission stands fully behind Standardbred Bureau Director Brett Revington and fully endorses his actions to address these issues and prevent any future such occurrence.

The balance of the misinformation being circulated arises from a misunderstanding of when the State Horse Racing Commission adopted for standardbreds the 10 pg/ml ARCI threshold for betamethasone and flumethasone. That did not occur until February 27, 2018. All of the samples discussed in the Paulick Report were from before that date. At the time of all the samples being discussed, the Standardbred threshold in Pennsylvania was 100 pg/ml and every sample was in compliance. There were two betamethasone lab test results that were mistakenly called positives and penalties imposed, however that was corrected and all penalties were rescinded.

Along with this statement, the State Horse Racing Commission is issuing responses to a set of questions posed by Joe Gorajec on July 18, 2018.
1. Was the owner and/or trainer of the 2nd place finisher in the 2016 PA Sire Stakes Championship notified that the horse tested positive for Oxycodone? If yes, when and by whom?

No. As you were previously informed, due to human error in processing one lab test result by the predecessor to Bureau of Standardbred Racing Director Brett Revington, there were no lab test results declared positives from the September 11, 2016, 9th race at Chester Downs. The word positive is a term of art with a specific meaning when used in Pennsylvania equine toxicology testing and license discipline. It means a lab testing result that is determined by the applicable Bureau Director to form the basis for disciplinary action against an occupational license holder.

2. Will the money earned by the horse in question in #1 above be forfeited and redistributed? If yes, when? if no, are any efforts to made to pay back the owners that would have received additional money had the purse been forfeited? If yes, please explain.

No. No lab test results were declared positives by the Bureau Director from the September 11, 2016, 9th race at Chester Downs and no action of the sort referenced in your question will be taken at this time.

3. Please name the individual(s) and title of the person(s) to whom PETRL directly sends it findings to.

At this time, Bureau of Thoroughbred Racing Director Thomas Chuckas or Bureau of Standardbred Racing Director Brett Revington are the persons to whom lab test results are sent according to the respective breed of the race involved.


SHRC staff never “overrode” any lab test result at any time. On the dates referenced, the SHRC’s threshold for Betamethasone in standardbreds was 100 pg/ml. All lab test results from the dates referenced were below the applicable threshold for Betamethasone applicable at the time. As you were previously informed, the SHRC approved the ARCI Therapeutic Medication Guidelines for standardbred racing on February 27, 2018. That action lowered the threshold to 10 pg/ml. This was published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin on March 17, 2018.

5. What information did you rely on to determine that the threshold level was 100 pg/ml?

Please provide a copy of that information.

The threshold for Betamethasone of 100 pg/ml adopted by the former State Harness Racing Commission in 2009 was based upon equipment limitations located at the Pennsylvania Equine Toxicology Laboratory staffed by the University of Pennsylvania School of Veterinary Medicine.

6. If the threshold level for betamethasone was 100 pg/ml, then why did the laboratory call a positive test on all four horses even though each had a concentration below 100 pg/ml?

As stated previously, the laboratory does not “call a positive.”

August 30, 2016 – A lab test result was incorrectly declared a positive by the predecessor to Bureau of Standardbred Racing Director Brett Revington on approximately 9/20/16 and later corrected on
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approximately 12/17/16. All portions of the penalty were rescinded and USTA removed the ruling from its database.

Sept. 22, 2016 – A lab test result was incorrectly declared a positive by the predecessor to Bureau of Standardbred Racing Director Brett Revington on approximately 11/1/16 and later corrected on approximately 12/19/16. All portions of the penalty were rescinded and USTA removed the ruling from its database.

November 26, 2016 – A lab test result was incorrectly notated (internal only) by the predecessor to Bureau of Standardbred Racing Director Brett Revington to be a positive but corrected the following day.

July 11, 2017 - A lab test result from this date was incorrectly notated (internal only) to be a positive but corrected approximately six days later. This was due to the +/- margin of deviation bringing the provable level below the threshold.

7. If the threshold level was 100 pg/ml, why did you forward these positives to the track for disciplinary action?

See previous response to No. 6.

8. If the threshold level was 100 pg/ml, why would the judges at Meadows find a violation and issue a ruling penalizing Mr. Johnston?

The lab test result referenced is the August 30, 2016 lab test result recited above in No. 6.

9. When were the Judges notified that the threshold level was 100 pg/ml? Please provide a copy of that documentation.

The adoption of the standardbred threshold for Betamethasone of 100 pg/ml by the former State Harness Racing Commission occurred in 2009.

10. When were the Judges notified that the threshold level was 100 pg/ml? Please provide a copy of that documentation.

This is a duplicative question.

11. How many findings do PETRL have for Betamethasone in 2016, 2017 and 2018?

Lab test results showing betamethasone:
2016 – 9
2017 -1
2018 -1

12. How many of the finds reported in question #11 above resulted in written rulings reported to the USTA.

One was over the applicable limit and resulted in a ruling reported to the USTA.

13. Who established the 100 pg/ml for Flumethasone? Please provide the information relied on the make that determination?

The standardbred threshold for flumethasone of 100 pg/ml adopted by the former State Harness Racing Commission in 2009 was based upon equipment limitations located at the Pennsylvania Equine Toxicology Laboratory staffed by the University of Pennsylvania School of Veterinary Medicine.

*Lab test results showing flumethasone:*
2016 – 6
2017 – 2
2018 – 0

15. How many of the findings reported in question #14 above resulted in written rulings reported to the USTA.

*None.*